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Chai Lifeline Canada is passionately devoted to supporting
children and families facing illness. From the moment of
diagnosis, through challenging months and years, in good
times and bad, Canadian families have discovered that Chai
Lifeline Canada is a friend for life.

WOW! YOU DID IT!
You raised a lot of money for Chai children and families.
Now it's time to choose where your money will go.
Browse this catalogue and visit the gifting room here:
www.chailifelinecanada.org/giftingroom/

www.chailifelinecanada.org/giftingroom/
The website will be live until March 2, 2021.

The amount that you raised is your budget to shop the gifting room.
You can mix and match different gifts at different prices.
Choose one large gift or a selection of smaller ones. It's up to you.

$5000 - $2500
CAMP SIMCHA (2 WEEKS)
They call it “The happiest place on earth”. Camp Simcha is an overnight camp
for children who cannot attend a regular camp because of their medical
needs. Camp Simcha has a full medical staff and a hospital on the grounds,
so campers can receive treatment while enjoying their camp experience.
Camp Simcha provides fun and friendship and gives campers the courage to
continue to fight their illness.

$5000
CAMP LIFELINE (2 WEEKS)
Camp Lifeline is a specialized summer day camp in the city for children
who have complex medical needs or are at risk of contracting an infection.
It is a unique camp experience filled with laughter, fun, and long-lasting
memories.

$2500

$2500 - $1250
BEDROOM MAKEOVER
Children experiencing serious and ongoing illness spend many hours at
home. Their bedroom is their special place where they rest, read, play,
study and sleep. You can redecorate a child's room and turn it into a space
that is truly just for them.

$2500

SHINING STARS (1 YEAR)
Shining Stars is an after-school program that brings together kids to
participate in exciting and fun crafts, games and baking. At the end of the
activities, everyone enjoys eating dinner together. The program is available
to all children (and their siblings) in the Chai Lifeline Family.

$1250

LAPTOP COMPUTER
You can gift a child their own laptop! This will connect them with friends and
family, help them participate in school and will open up the world to them.

$1250

$1000
BIG SIBLINGS (1 YEAR)
This program pairs a sick child with a big sibling who becomes cherished
friend and on-going support. Together they go on weekly outings and
participate in events. A Chai Big Sib is someone to spend time with, look up
to and have as a mentor.

$1000

DANCE CLASSES (1 YEAR)
Your gift can provide dance classes for a brother or sister of a sick child.
Dance is a great way to get excersize, learn a new skill and make friends.

$1000

$650

ALL GIFTS ON THIS PAGE ARE $650 EACH

IPAD
A special gift for a child who will be spending time at home and the hospital.
This will connect them with friends and family, help them participate
in school, relieve boredom and will open up the world to them.

$650

NINTENTDO SWITCH BUNDLE
Your gift can provide many hours of gaming fun with a new Switch and the
latest and greatest games. Kids can play games with their Big Sibs, friends or
family from anywhere.

$650

NINTENTDO PS5
Give the most in-demand gaming console available and you will be a
gift-giving rockstar. Need we say more?

$650

$500

ALL GIFTS ON THIS PAGE ARE $500 EACH
BIRTHDAY PARTY

CHANUKAH WISH
You can be a Chanukah Hero and your
gift can let a child choose the gift of
their dreams.

With your support Chai can arrange an
exciting birthday party to celebrate the
big day.

$500

$500

TUTOR (ONE MONTH)
Missing school is hard and you can
help by providing one month of oneon-one tutoring.

FAMILY STAYCATION
Treat a family to a vacation in the city.
This is a great chance to relax, have
fun and reconnect.

$500

$500
MUSIC LESSONS

MUSIC THERAPY
Your gift will provide Music Therapy to
help a child express feelings that are
hard to share.

You can provide music lessons that will
be a new skill and creative outlet.

$500

$500

CLEANING HELP
A clean home can make everyone feel
better. Provide cleaning services for one
month.

$500

$250 - $200
GAMING GIFT CARD

$250

Give a child access to their favourite games and the ability to upgrade their game play!

AIRPODS

$250

The best Bluetooth Airpods on the market!

BEATS HEADPHONES

$250

Provide a welcome distraction for a child during the many hours undergoing treatments.

YORKDALE GIFT CARD

$250

Give a sick teen or their sibling a shopping spree with their friends.

DOLLHOUSE

$200

Provide a child who is ill with a special toy to play with for hours.

FAMILY FUN ADVENTURE

$200

This gift will bring snacks and special activities to a family who has to stay at home.

FAMILY DINNER

$200

Treat a family to their favourite meal to enjoy at home together.

ART EASEL & PAINT SET
Your gift will provide a child the opportunity to get creative.

$200

$150

ALL GIFTS ON THIS PAGE ARE $150 EACH!

ART THERAPY
Provide art therapy for a child that is affected
by illness or loss. This special type of therapy
allows a child to express their emotions and
work through grief.

$150

LEGO
Your gift will provide many hours of play for
a child who enjoys building, with a new Lego
set.

$150

MAGNATILES
This toy can provide many hours of play for a
child who must be in the hospital for
treatment.

$150

LOLLICAKES
Celebrate the huge milestone of finishing
chemo treatment with a personalized,
beautiful and delicious cake.

$150

AMERICAN GIRL DOLL
Make dreams come true! Your gift can
purchase an American Girl Doll!

$150

UGGS
Provide comfort and warmth to a child with
cozy Ugg boots as they go from home, to
appointments or the hospital.

SPA DAY FOR MOM
A Spa Day will give a mother who is caring
for an ill child an opportunity to relax,
rejuvinate and be pampered.

$150

$150

$100

ALL GIFTS ON THIS PAGE ARE $100 EACH

PERSONAL GIFT
A special gift for a child who is sick or has a
sick family member that they can pick out
for themselves.

$100

SWEATS
Your gift of a sweatshirt and sweatpants
will be welcome comfort at home or in
the hospital.

$100

INDIGO GIFT CARD
Make a child's hospital stay more bearable
with a gift card that allows them to choose
books they enjoy reading.

$100

UBER RIDES
For families who don't have access to a car,
this gift provides rides between their home
and the hospital.

$100

$75 - $50
HATS

$75

Give a comfy hat to a child whose hair fell out during treatment.

MANI-PEDI

$75

Give a mother a break from caring for her child at the hospital at a nearby salon.

SINGER WITH GUITAR

$75

Provide one hour of live music for a sick child.

SHINING STARS SESSION

$50

Covers the cost of one week for a child at the Shining Stars after-school program.

REMOTE CONTROL CAR
A fun toy to play with at the hospital.

$50

$25

ALL GIFTS ON THIS PAGE ARE $25 EACH

PIZZA NIGHT
Send a pizza to a family for dinner.

$25

BOARD GAMES
For a night that's all fun and games.

$25
BARBIE DOLL
A new doll to play with.

$25

PUZZLES
A fun family activity.

$25
STARBUCKS GIFT CARD
A treat that every parent appreciates.

$25

HebrewCrew Bar and Bat Mitzvah Participants
HEBREWCREW BAR MITZVAH PROGRAM
Levy Back
Brody Baruch
Evan Clarfield
Zeke Greenwood

Max Herczeg
Jacob Hersen
Jacob Lang

Devin Majerovic
Charlie Margel
Joey Meloff

Trevor Mintz
Dylan Perlis
Oliver Rothman

HEBREWCREW BAT MITZVAH PROGRAM
Macey Alexandroff
Sammy Bekhor
Charlie Berghaus
Lily Cigal
Lilly Cloth
Taylor Cox
Hunter Craig
Eden Feldberg
Brooke Fingret
Alexis Frankfort

Sidney Galipeau
Jasmine Gitalis
Olivia Greenspan
Alex Grossman
Sammy Herczeg
Syler Hoffman
Sara Jugenburg
Summer Kavelman
Mia Klein

Elizabeth Lampel
Leah Langburt
Celia Laskin
Noa Lassman
Raphie Levant
Sharon Levine
Kate Lindover
Daisy Margel
Daphne Mes

Jaeger Morgenstern
Kenzie Moscoe
Sophie Silverberg
Ivy Silverberg
Eden Silverman
Alexandra Ullman
Jordyn Webber

Live2Give Leadership Board
JUMP FOR CHAI CO-CHAIRS
Reese Bederman
Lily Switzer

LIVE2GIVE CO-PRESIDENTS
Dylan Ber
Sydney Leshem Fooks

JUMP FOR CHAI TEEN COMMITTEE
Jaden Bradlow
Ty Bradlow
Izzy Cundari

Lisa Fireman
Sophie Graff
Lexi Rabie

JUMP FOR CHAI PARENT COMMITTEE
Sara Bederman
Karen Fonn
Haley Gilis
Eryn Green- Bekhor
Bari Hochman
Samantha Lebofsky
Dana Lerner

Lauren Levy
Romy Libfeld
Kailee Mecklinger
Leslie Richmond
Danielle Turk
Sarah Willinsky

2021
We are worth what
we are willing
to share with others.
Rabbi J Sacks
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